As shown in Fig.S1 , in order to evaluate the energetic stability of armchair form relative to the zigzag N 8 confined inside h-BN matrix, we performed the geometry optimization for both the zigzag and armchair N 8 @h-BN structures. After the relaxation, we found that the zigzag N 8 chain relaxed into the twisty armchair N 8 chain, indicating that the confined zigzag N 8 chain is unstable. For comparison, we found that the armchair N 8 @h-BN structure (c) is more stable than the twisty armchair N 8 @h-BN structure (b), due to the lower energy of the former. Thus, the armchair N 8 @h-BN structure is more stable than the zigzag N 8 @h-BN structure. Fig.S1. (a) Unit cell of zigzag N 8 @h-BN crystal structure. (b) Unit cell of twisty armchair N 8 @h-BN crystal structure after the relaxation. (c) Unit cell of armchair N 8 @h-BN crystal structure.
As shown in Fig.S1 , in order to evaluate the energetic stability of armchair form relative to the zigzag N 8 confined inside h-BN matrix, we performed the geometry optimization for both the zigzag and armchair N 8 @h-BN structures. After the relaxation, we found that the zigzag N 8 chain relaxed into the twisty armchair N 8 chain, indicating that the confined zigzag N 8 chain is unstable. For comparison, we found that the armchair N 8 @h-BN structure (c) is more stable than the twisty armchair N 8 @h-BN structure (b), due to the lower energy of the former. Thus, the armchair N 8 @h-BN structure is more stable than the zigzag N 8 @h-BN structure. In order to obtain the optimal arrangement of N 8 @h-BN structure, we construct the 1×2×2 supercell structure of h-BN matrix and put the single N 8 molecule in the different directions. As shown in Fig.S2 (a) , the N 8 molecule of figures 1, 2, and 3 laying on the oxy plane with its stretching direction point to the oz, oyz and oy Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for RSC Advances. This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019 directions, respectively. For the figures 4 and 5, the titled (45°) and perpendicular directions are selected with the stretching direction of N 8 molecule point to the oz direction (Shown in oxy plane). As the built five typical models, the DFT total energy calculation is performed by self-consistent calculation method. As shown in Fig.S2  (b) , the energy differences (ΔE) of different molecular orientation of N 8 molecule are presented. It can be seen that the N 8 molecule in oz direction is more suitable than that in oyz and oy directions [(ΔE 1 <ΔE 5 <ΔE 4 ) <ΔE 2 <ΔE 3 ], while the laying N 8 molecule is more suitable than the tilted and standing N 8 molecule (ΔE 1 <ΔE 5 <ΔE 4 ). Thus, the optimal arrangement of N 8 @h-BN structure is the laying N 8 molecule in the oz direction. 
